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Your Host
Marjorie Horne
-

Radio Host
Retired Registered Nurse
Professional consultant on aging
Founder – CareSmart Seniors
Consulting

www.marjoriehorne.com
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Moderator
Twila Dainard
Founder of Home Together Canada
www.hometogether.ca
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1

Workshop Support

Canadian social enterprise
for companion housing
www.happipad.com
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Zoom Webinar
Things you need

961 7387 6766

- Pen and paper
- Copy of notes
Passcode: Happipad

- Link to re-join
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Agenda
Part 1 – Introduction & Solution
Break – 10 min
Part 2 – Finding housing companions
Break - 15 min
Part 3 – Steps for success
Networking!
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What?
Companion Housing
• More than saving money.
• Not a roommate.
• Live a happier, healthier, and
more sustainable life.
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Unique time in
history
• Aging population (baby-boomers)
• 90% wanting to age-in-place
• Retirement living looks different
• Times are different
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~ 5 years

~ 29 years

Canadian housing and occupancy, 1951 to 2016+
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3

Canadian population
trends 1981 to 2016
“The number of persons living alone in Canada
has more than doubled over the last 35 years,
from 1.7 million in 1981 to 4.0 million in
2016.” - Statistics Canada
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Neighborhoods and
lifestyles have changed
ß Marjorie
We had a wider net of support
close by that we could more
intimately connect with.
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So, what are
we supposed
to do?
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People who use companion housing
Students

Families
Families

Mature adults

Seniors
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Story time…
Wisdom shared
is a gift for both
young and old
alike.
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Home
Owned, Purchased,
or Rented.
Intentional housing choice
that enriches life and
focuses on people.
Not a landlord-tenant
relationship
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Life in a companion
home
• Each person lives their own
independent life
• Do activities together (travel, shop,
clean, cook).
• Support each other, like family.
• It is what YOU choose and make it.
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More for less
2500 ft² home, 3 bed + den, 3
bath, large kitchen, garage, walk
in closet, and a yard. Shared with
two other like-minded people.

833 ft²/person
$1.44/ ft²

320 ft² micro apartment, one
bathroom, no storage, apartment
size appliances. No outside green
space. Living alone.

320 ft²/person
$3.75/ ft²
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Many benefits
1. Affordability – worrying less about money
2. Feeling safer in my home
3. Enjoying my home more
4. Sharing the responsibility and joy of having a pet
5. Feeling happier and having more freedom
6. Feeling less lonely
7. Completing household chores more easily
8. Sleeping better
9. Seeing friends and getting out in the community more
10.Eating better/healthier
11.Calling friends or family less often for help
12.Having more energy
13.Sharing mealtime and cooking with others

Group chat
What benefits are
the most important
for you?
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Is companion
housing for me?
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What do I want to
change in my life?
Resistant: Wait until it is forced upon us
Cautious: Like to research and talk to
others
Open: Able to let go of what is known
and familiar and try new things –
proactive
A Jumper: Commit to new things with
full trust
“Jump off the cliff trusting that the
parachute will open on the way down”
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Embarking on something
new has a way of looking
insurmountable…
“Our internal beliefs can become
barriers to moving forward.”
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Barriers
• Limit our ability to see
the world openly
• Formed over our
lifetime
• Barriers are neither all
good or all bad
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Common concerns

Group chat
What concerns do
you have?

1. Privacy – Having time alone without the distraction of others
2. Trust – Feeling safe in the home and around your housing companions
3. Compatibility – Finding like-minded housing companions
4. Visitors – Having friends or visitors in the home
5. Drugs – Concerns of others using drugs which affect their behavior
6. Rent – Concerns about being able to afford the costs of rent
7. Culture – Concerns about living with someone from a different culture
8. Responsibility – Concerns about housing companions being responsible
9. Alcohol – Concerns about differences in alcohol consumption and habits
10. Partying – Concerns about excessive visitors and noise
11. Personality – Differences in personality, making it hard to relate and connect
12. Generational gap – Living with older or younger people
13. Differences – Having different views, beliefs, preferences, and habits
14. Location – Living in a central, safe, and convenient location

What are your primary
concerns?
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Opportunity
By overcoming our fears,
barriers, and concerns, a
unique opportunity
presents itself.
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Break time!
10 minutes
Up next: Finding a housing companion
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Finding companions
Host – Providing a home you will share
Guest – Find a host to live with
Co-living – Find a group of people to
rent/buy
Short – 6 months or less
Medium – 7-18 months
Long – 2-5+ years
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Mistakes
Inexperience
Not a rental transaction, avoid figuring it
out as time goes by.
Assumptions
People are complex, don’t stereotype,
keep agreements in writing.
Desperation
Plan ahead, take time to search for
someone you can enjoy living with.
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Needs and wants
What are your Must Haves?
What are your Don’t Wants?
Group chat

What are your must
haves and don’t wants?
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Culture
Canada is a multicultural country,
many of our differences are smaller
than they may appear.
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Personality
Big 5 Personality Traits
Openness: A general appreciation of new experiences
such as adventure, unusual ideas, and creativity.
Conscientiousness: High conscientiousness indicates a
preference for planned rather than spontaneous
events.
Extraversion: High extraversion people typically get
more energy when around people.
Agreeableness: How one values getting along with
others. Are you willing to compromise your interests to
help another person?
Neuroticism: Being vulnerable to stress, anger and
anxiety. How quickly do you fall into anger in an
uncomfortable situation?
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Where to look?
1. Public internet sites
(classifieds)
2. Bulletin boards
3. Social media groups (SLLT)
4. Community programs
5. Online programs (Happipad,
Toronto Home Share)
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Making a posting
1. Well written – be specific
2. Price, location
3. Task & rent exchange
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Happipad Portal
Find compatible – vetted
people to share a home with.
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Choosing a companion
1. Review applications and always
give a response – yes/no
2. Do some background research
3. Schedule interviews (phone, video
call, or in-person)
4. Background and reference checks
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Interview
1. Alignment in your needs and what you
don’t want? (deal-breakers)
2. Use of home space (work from home)
3. Cleanliness and organization
4. Noise
5. Visitors (day and overnight)
6. Food and sharing
7. Values
8. Sharing of chores and ‘things’
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Background
1. Call references
2. Internet search (Google their name)
3. Background check (Happipad report)
4. Credit check (co-living) - Borrowell
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Break time!
15 minutes
Up next: Steps for success!
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Prepare your
home
- Kitchen
-

Bedroom(s)
Bathrooms
Noise and smells
Storage

- Clean & orderly, set an example
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Written agreement
Occupants vs. Tenants
Mandatory terms:
- Names & contact details
- Address
- Move-in/out dates
- Rent price & deposits
- What’s included & fair use
- Date & signatures
Extra terms (occupants):
- House rules
- Conflict resolution
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Move-in process
Make it a positive experience!
•
•
•
•

Move-in inspection
Agree upon house rules
Make everyone feel welcome
Trial period
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Home culture
What feeling does
your home have?
• Be inclusive in activities and
sharing
• Do activities together
• Share meals often
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Communication
Communicate with LUV
• Listen, Understand, Validate
• Verbal & non-verbal
Limiting effective communication
• Not giving undivided attention
• Using technical language
• Judging others
• Giving unwanted advice
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Preventing conflict
• Honesty
• Don’t delay
• Don’t assume
• Help others (60/40 rule)
• Be positive
• No to passive aggressive
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Household meeting
The Check-In round – What’s going on in your life?
Appreciation’s round – Thank someone for something
good they did.
Self-Appreciation round – Mention what you did to
help, such as fixing something.
Self-Clearing round – This is an opportunity to admit to
“blowing it”
Clearing round – Mention something that wasn’t done,
a task or house rule.
Consciousness – Bring up issues that need resolving.
Process Time round – Are you satisfied with the group
decision?
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Resolving issues
1: Be direct
2: Be specific
3: The change
4: Guidance
5: Managing emotions
6: Practice empathy
7: Allow them to process
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Ending an arrangement
•
•
•
•

End of term
Giving notice (early vacate)
Mutual agreement
Cause (breach or safety)
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Move-out process
• Review cleaning expectations in the last 3
days before move-out.
• Move-out inspection on move-out day
• Return deposits (damage claims)
• Returning personal items
Refusal to leave? (occupant)
• Terms of your agreement
• Support from service provider
• Police
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Free Online Course

Resources
Happipad Education Course – FREE
Happipad.com/education
Community programs
Happipad.com/partners
Home Together Canada - FREE
Hometogether.ca
Home Share Canada
Homesharecanada.org
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Q&A
10 minutes
Put your questions in the
chat box.
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Networking!
30 minutes
Questions
1. Where do you live?
2. What is your favourite food?
3. What is your favourite hobby?
4. Why are you interested in
companion housing?
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